Simultaneous lecture translation requires speech to be translated in real time before the speaker has spoken an entire sentence since a long delay will create difficulties for the listeners trying to follow the lecture. The challenge is to construct a full-fledged system with speech recognition, machine translation, and textto-speech synthesis (TTS) components that could produce highquality speech translations on the fly. Specifically for a TTS, this poses problems as a conventional framework commonly requires the language-dependent contextual linguistics of a full sentence to produce a natural-sounding speech waveform. Several studies have proposed ways for an incremental TTS (ITTS), in which it can estimate the target prosody from only partial knowledge of the sentence. However, most investigations are being done only in French, English, and German. French is a syllable-timed language and the others are stress-timed languages. The Japanese language, which is a mora-timed language, has not been investigated so far. In this paper, we evaluate the quality of Japanese synthesized speech based on various linguistic and temporal incremental units. Experimental results reveal that an accent phrase incremental unit (a group of moras) is essential for a Japanese ITTS as a trade-off between quality and synthesis units.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the number of international students at universities in Japan has been increasing. But, many lectures are still provided in Japanese, making it difficult for those who do not have a high-level of Japanese language skills to follow the content. One way is to construct an automatic speech-to-speech translation system, which consists of three components: automatic speech recognition (ASR), machine translation (MT), and text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis. ASR usually starts after the speaker has spoken the entire sentence, and MT and TTS perform translation and synthesis sentence by sentence in a consecutive manner [1] . However, spoken speech in a lecture can be very long, thus this method can cause significant delays and a mismatch between descriptions from lecture slides and those of the resulting translation. In contrast, human interpreters generally break sentences into smaller chunks, resulting in a shorter delay. As a solution to this problem, several studies aimed to construct simultaneous speech translation system [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] that could produce high-quality speech translations while at the same time minimizing the latency of the translation process. Consequently, it is necessary to develop real-time ASR, MT and TTS systems. This paper focuses on the challenge of developing a real-time TTS system.
To produce high-quality speech synthesis, many contextual linguistic factors (e.g., phoneme identity and word stress) need to be considered because such information can have an effect on the prosodic characteristics of speech. Specifically, in statistical parametric speech synthesis based on a HMM, the following two processes are typically executed: (a) analyzing the input sentence and extracting linguistic features using natural language processing, and; (b) establishing a sentencebased HMM sequence on the basis of linguistic specifications and estimating acoustic features to generate a speech waveform while performing global optimization so that acoustic features could be changed smoothly [7, 8] . Despite its ability to produce high-quality speech, a conventional TTS system is only able to synthesize speech sentence by sentence because it requires language-dependent contextual linguistic information of a complete sentence and parameter smoothing.
An incremental TTS(ITTS) system, on the other hand, attempts to produce a natural-sounding speech waveform 'on the fly' before receiving a complete sentence. The main challenge is the online estimation of the target prosody from partial knowledge of the sentence's syntactic structure. Specifically, in contrast to the process in a conventional TTS described above, for part (a) the ITTS system has to extract linguistic features in a situation where some (next part-of-speech (POS) tag, the next word, etc.) are unknown during the synthesis. Furthermore, in the processing of (b), a limited HMM sequence has to be constructed from a limited number of linguistic features, local optimization has to be performed, and acoustic features must then be estimated. Unfortunately, the quality of speech may deteriorate due to the limited number of linguistic features and local optimization.
Various studies on ITTS system have proposed possible ways to address the above problems. Baumann et al. investigated how the existence of unknown linguistic features influences the prosodic estimation in English and German ITTS system [9, 10] . Pauget et al. proposed an ITTS training strategy based on HMM with unknown linguistic features [11] . In addition, they also proposed an approach to predict the POS of the next word and use it as a linguistic feature [12] . By adopting the above approaches, ITTS quality has been improved. However, most investigations into the ITTS framework focus only on German, English and French. English and German are stresstimed languages, and French is a syllable-timed language [13] . This study focuses on the Japanese language, which has different prosodic characteristics to German, English, and French.
Japanese is mora-timed and pitch accent language [13, 14] . A mora is a sub-unit syllable consisting of one short vowel and any preceding onset consonant, which corresponds to a single Japanese Hiragana character [15] . An "accent phrase" is a group of moras that is longer than a word unit. The accent of each mora indicates the relative pitch change in the accent phrase and has an essential role in the prosody similar to the tone type in tonal languages [16] . To the best of our knowledge, an ITTS system for mora-timed languages with tonal accent, such as Japanese, does not exist yet. This paper investigates the effect on speech quality in linguistic and temporal locality choices for a Japanese ITTS system. To have the same framework with most existing ITTS systems, we will also construct our ITTS system with statistical parametric speech synthesis based on HMMs.
LINGUISTIC AND TEMPORAL LOCALITY IN JAPANESE ITTS SYSTEM
Shuji et al. states, "In Japanese speech, there is a phonological sound unit named mora, and an accent phrase is determined against a group of several moras. The Japanese accent of each mora indicates the relative pitch change in the accent phrase, and has an important role in the prosody, which is similar to the tone type in tonal languages" [16] . Thus, linguistic labels related to prosody have to be designed on the basis of accent phrase. In a conventional Japanese TTS system, linguistic features usually consist of a phoneme, accent phrase, and breath group (an intonational phrase consisting of several accent phrases). In word-level features, only POS tag information is added as additional information. To realize a Japanese ITTS system, we first define the possible linguistic features in Japanese ITTS and then analyze some possibilities in linguistic and temporal locality choices, both with and without the accent phrase feature. Figure 1 shows the different scopes of contextual linguistic features that are used to generate TTS and ITTS system. The solid line box in the figure shows a conventional TTS system, given a complete text sentence and its linguistic information. In contrast, an ITTS system aims to generate acoustic features for a speech waveform given only a partial text sentence ( Fig. 1 , dashed line box).
Linguistic Information and Process Scope
The details of the contextual linguistic information used in TTS are described below.
Phoneme: Identity of {past, current, next} phoneme.
Word POS: {past, current, next} POS tag information of the word.
Accent phrase: The number of mora in {past, current, next} accent phrase, {past, current, next} accent type of the accent phrase, pause insertion occurrence between accent phrases, {forward, backward} position of mora in the current accent phrase.
Breath group: The number of mora, accent phrases in the {past, current, next} breath group, and the {forward, backward} position of the accent phrase in the {past, current, next} breath group. Note that the breath group is composed of different accent phrases and often divided at the punctuation marks.
Sentence: The number of {mora, accent phrases, breath groups} in the sentence, and {forward, backward} position of breath in the sentence.
The contextual linguistic features that can be used in ITTS are limited as described below.
Phoneme: Identity of {past, current} phoneme.
Word POS: {past, current} POS tag information of the word.
Accent phrase: The number of mora in {past, current} accent phrase, {past, current} accent type of the accent phrase, and {forward, backward} position of mora in the current accent phrase. Breath group: The number of {mora, accent phrases} in the {past, current} breath group, and the {forward} position of the accent phrase in the {past, current} breath group. The main difference is the absence of the next and backward linguistic features such as "next POS tag information of the word" or "backward position of breath in the sentence". Furthermore, since we aim to synthesize speech in real time, we do not use any linguistic features that are difficult to detect within the current time-step such as "pause insertion occurrence between accent phrases."
Linguistic and Temporal Locality
For an ITTS system, the more features we use, the better the quality can be. However, this approach becomes less incremental and the delay gets longer. Therefore, it is important to investigate the optimum linguistic and temporal locality. First, we classify several possible linguistic locality choices to define the level of linguistic abstraction or the granularity of the "current" chunk. These choices are as follows: Pho: Only phoneme features. Pho+POS: Phoneme and word POS. Pho+Accphr: Phoneme and accent phrase. Pho+Bre: Phoneme and breath group. Pho+POS+Accphr: Phoneme, word POS, and accent phrase. Pho+POS+Bre: Phoneme, word POS, and breath group. Pho+Accphr+Bre: Phoneme, accent phrase, and breath group. Pho+POS+Accphr+Bre: Phoneme, word POS, accent phrase, and breath group. Next, we change the chunks for the ITTS according to the above experimental result, also investigate its speech quality via objective evaluation, and visualize acoustic features in each chunk. Furthermore, to maintain the smoothness between chunks, we also investigate the following possible ways of connecting several chunks while synthesizing text 'on-the-fly' (Figure 2 ). This includes: ChunkCurrAccphr: Synthesizing the current chunk of an accent phrase (Figure 2 (a) , "Accphr" means each accent phrase). ChunkCurrAccphr+wPastAccphr: Synthesizing the current chunk of an accent phrase by connecting one chunk of a previous accent phrase (Figure 2 (b) ). ChunkCurrAccphr+wAllPastAccphr: Synthesizing the current chunk of an accent phrase by connecting all chunks from previous accent phrases (Figure 2 (c) ).
ChunkCurrAccphr+wPastAccphr+wNextAccphr:
Synthesizing the current chunk of an accent phrase by connecting one chunk of a previous accent phrase and one of a next accent phrase (Figure 2 (d) ).
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We used the ATR 503 phonetically balanced sentences [17] of the HTS demo [18] as the dataset, from which 450 sentences were used as the training set while the rest were used for the test set. The speech features include 39-dimensional melcepstrum coefficients, 1-dimensional fundamental frequency, 5-dimensional aperiodic components, and their respective dynamic features. We also used STRAIGHT [19] to extract speech features, and used the HTS engine for speech synthesis. First, we synthesized speech using a standard TTS system, and used the results as a reference. After that, we synthesized speech using various ITTS systems. A perceptual-based measure of the differences in terms of fundamental frequency (F0) between TTS and ITTS systems was calculated as follows:
where F0 is evaluated in cent between two speeches, and 1200 cents represents the difference of 1 octave [11] . Furthermore, we also calculated the accuracy of the estimated spectrum using a mel-cepstral distortion [20] in dB which is defined as follows:
where t and d are the number of frames and mel-cepstrum dimensions, respectively. In addition to an objective evaluation, we also conducted a mean opinion score (MOS) test as a subjective evaluation [21] . The subjective evaluation was conducted with 16 native Japanese speakers. In total, there were 45-60 speech utterances (15 utterances per system), which were presented in random order. Subjects listened to each presented speech and were required to rate the overall quality with regard to naturalness. A 5-point MOS scale was used, where 5 indicated excellent (the speech utterance sounds very clear and perfectly natural) and 1 indicated bad (the speech utterance sounds unclear and completely unnatural). Each speech utterance could be played as many times as the subjects wished.
Objective and Subjective Assessments of Synthesized Speech

Investigation of Linguistic Locality
We investigated the classes we defined in Section 2.2 that represent the level of linguistic abstraction or the granularity of the "current" chunk. The objective and subjective evaluations were done on the basis of a comparison with the standard TTS model using full-context linguistic information. The global optimization by dynamic features was affected in these evaluations because the "current" chunks are sentences. In this experiment, generated acoustic features were considered to be the Current chunk is "Accphr-3". upper limit speech quality of a Japanese ITTS system. In other words, we assume it has a lower speech quality than that of a conventional TTS. Table 1 shows the results of F0 difference average and MCD average in the objective evaluation and MOS average in the subjective evaluation. The results show that there is not really much difference when we use only phoneme or phoneme with word POS as the level of linguistic abstraction (see "Pho" vs "Pho+POS"). However, upgrading the information to accent phrase level could improve the prosody quality (see "Pho+POS+Accphr"). As expected, the best performance was the one using the longest context information (see "Pho+Accphr+Bre"). Nevertheless the MCD value of those systems are almost the same.
On the basis of the results of Table 1 , we selected three variations of contextual linguistic features ("Pho+POS", "Pho+POS+Accphr", and "Pho+Accphr+Bre") and performed a subjective evaluation. For comparison, we also included the MOS test for the standard TTS model with full-context linguistic information. The result of the ITTS system with only "Pho+POS" linguistic information was lowest. The results revealed that it is difficult to construct a Japanese ITTS system that produces synthesized speech word by word. The MOS scores of ITTS with "Pho+POS+Accphr" versus "Pho+Accphr+Bre" linguistic information were quite close. This indicates that the minimum level of linguistic abstraction would be in the accent phrase. Surprisingly, the MOS scores of "Pho+POS+Accphr" and "Pho+Accphr+Bre" are not that different from that of the standard TTS, they do not have any information of the next linguistic features. However, this might be the effect of the global optimization by dynamic features. We will thus choose the accent phrase as the synthesis unit, and further investigate its effect in the next experiment.
Investigation of Temporal Locality
Next, we focused on an ITTS system based on the accent-phrase unit. We investigated a speech quality of Japanese ITTS, temporal locality choices, to define an accent phrase as the "current" chunk. In this case, ITTS uses local optimization instead of global optimization for parameter estimation. Since we synthesized text accent phrase by accent phrase, the occurrence of a prosody break between accent phrases would become possible. After that, we connected the chunk-based synthesized speech to synthesized sentence speech. The first row of Table 2 shows the averages for F0 difference, MCD, and MOS for ITTS with only an accent phrase as the "current" chunk. As we expected, the F0 difference and MCD values are worse than those for "Pho+POS+Accphr" in Table 1 . Figure 3 shows a comparison of the generated F0 sequences based on different linguistic and temporal locality: (a) F0 sequences based on full contextual linguistic features (conventional TTS); (b) F0 sequences based on "Pho+POS+Accphr" linguistic context given the full chunk sequences; (c) F0 sequences based on "Pho+POS+Accphr" linguistic context and current accent phrase chunk ("ChunkCurrAccphr"). Here, "sil", "pau", and "accent phrase" indicate frame boundary of silence, pause, and accent phrase, respectively. The results of Figure 3 indicate that smooth f0 sequences can be generated using a longer temporal locality (see Figure 3 (a) and Figure 3(b) ). However, a prosody break occurs when using only the chunk of current accent phrase units (see Figure 3(c) ). This suggests that we need to find a way to maintain smoothness between the chunks, which will be discussed in the next session.
Investigation of Chunk Connection
In the previous section, we used "Pho+POS+Accphr" as contextual linguistic information. We then investigate possible ways of connecting several chunks while synthesizing text 'on the fly' (Figure 2 ). Table 2 shows the F0 difference and MCD for ITTS systems with different ways of connecting the chunks. The results reveal that "ChunkCurrAccphr+wPastAccphr+wNextAccphr" gave the best performance. By considering the past and next accent phrase units, a smoother prosodic estimate could be made among the accent phrases. The results of the subjective evaluation show a similar tendency to those of the objective evaluation. Connecting all past accent phrase chunks could improve naturalness. Nevertheless, the best system is achieved with "ChunkCurrAccphr+wPastAccphr+wNextAccphr." This suggests the need to wait one chunk before starting the synthesis process. Figure 4 shows f0 sequences of "ChunkCurrAccphr+wPastAccphr+wNextAccphr." As we expected, f0 sequences are also much smoother than those for an accent phrase ITTS (Figure 3(c) ). 
Investigation of Chunk Connection vs Time Delay
Finally, we investigated the impact of time delay on our Japanese ITTS system given the limited number of contextual features. To clarify the differences, we used the number of mora as the units. Figure 5 shows the average mora per accent phrase in the test set and the Mos score at the chunk connection. The number of mora per sentence in the test set is about 23. The chunk connection could help to improve the speech quality while having a smaller number of mora than that in the conventional TTS.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the first investigation of an ITTS system for mora-timed languages such as Japanese. Our research aimed to find the optimum strategy for developing a Japanese ITTS system when given non-complete contextual linguistic features. We explored various ways of using limited contextual linguistic and temporal features. The experimental results revealed that using a word-by-word synthesizer for the Japanese language does not provide good-quality speech. We found that the linguistic feature of accent phrase is critical when the next linguistic features are missing, since the accent phrase is required for estimating prosody. Therefore, we defined our unit chunk as being on the basis of the accent phrase. Furthermore, since the past and next accent phrase units are considered, a smoother prosodic estimate could be made among the accent phrases; consequently, this study suggested the need to wait one more chunk before starting the synthesis process. In the future, we will further investigate the possibility of developing a Japanese ITTS system using a deep learning framework.
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